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ANSWER KEY – EXAM II 
Economics 335; Money and Banking  

Spring 2009; Mr. Vaughan 

 

ESSAY QUESTIONS 

1. (Chapter 8)  In chapter one, F&S assert ―[m]ajor changes in both the banking structure and the 

monetary system resulted from the Great Contraction.  In banking, the major change was the 

enactment of federal deposit insurance in 1934.  This probably succeeded, where the Federal Reserve 

Act failed, in rendering it impossible for a loss of public confidence to produce a widespread banking 

panic involving severe downward pressure on the stock of money; if so, it is of greatest importance 

for the subsequent monetary history of the United States (p. 11).‖  Write an essay making this case.  

From the end of the Civil War to the founding of the Federal Reserve, banking panics regularly 

threatened to turn mild or moderate business-cycle contractions into violent contractions.  

Whenever contractions achieved a certain level of severity, the public lost confidence in the 

ability of the banking system to convert deposits into currency on demand.  The result was 

contagious runs that fed on themselves: Banks scrambled to get needed liquidity by selling loans 

and investments at fire-sale prices, in many cases turning illiquidity into insolvency.  The more 

banks failed as a result, the greater the desire to withdraw deposits, and so on and so on.   

These runs caused the deposit-to-currency ratio to decline (as customers withdrew deposits, the 

multiple creation of deposits by lending in a fractional reserve banking system worked in 

reverse).  Banks responded by building buffer stocks of liquidity in the form of excess reserves, 

thereby reducing the deposit-to-reserve ratio.  The combined effect was a decline in the money 

multiplier and, therewith, the money supply.  The decline in the money supply reduced 

aggregate demand, thereby aggravating the economic contraction.   

As F&S note, ―the Aldrich-Vreeland Act and then the Federal Reserve System were both 

attempts to solve this problem by enabling banks to convert their assets into additional high-

powered money for use in meeting the demands of their depositors for currency (p.441).‖  

Aldrich-Vreeland ―provided for issuance of emergency currency by a group of banks (p. 170), 

as was done by the New York Clearing House in the Panic of 1907.  The Act was invoked only 

once before expiring in 1915, in the summer of 1914, to quell public fears associated with the 

outbreak of WWI and related closure of the New York Stock Exchange (p. 172).  But, according 

to F&S, it worked.  [F&S: ―To judge by this one episode, the Aldrich-Vreeland Act provide an 

effective devise for solving a threatened interconvertibility crisis with monetary contraction or 

widespread bank failures,‖ p. 172.]  The Federal Reserve was intended to accomplish the same 

end by increasing discounts and/or purchasing securities in the open market whenever the 

public panicked and rushed to convert deposits into liquidity.  In short, both the Act and the 

Fed would allow banks to meet the panic demand for currency without engaging in asset fire-

sales.  Of course, as F&S document, the Fed failed to execute this responsibility in the early 

1930s, with tragic consequences (failure of 9,000 banks, decline of the money supply and real 

NNP by more than 1/3
rd

). 

The FDIC prevents monetary contractions by eliminating the need to run banks.  The public 

knows its funds are insured and deposits will be redeemed at par – even if the institutions 

holding the deposits fail.  As a result, the deposit-to-currency ratio is stable in the short run, 

even during serious contractions.  Because bankers need not fear contagious runs, they have no 

need to pile up excess reserves (at least until recently).  In short, the money multiplier will be 

stable – not because the Fed (or some other entity) provides an ―elastic‖ currency but because 

the FDIC calms public fears, thereby eliminating the need for such elasticity. 
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F&S argue the creation of the FDIC contributed more to monetary stability than the Federal 

Reserve.  And the evidence from their sample certainly supports that view.  Since the 1930s, 

bank failures have slowed to a trickle.  Even in the worst years of the banking/thrift crisis of the 

late 1980s/early 1990s, failures have not risen to pre-FDIC levels.  For example, nearly 6,000 

banks failed from 1921-1929—an average of 667 per year (2.7 per day in 1926 or nearly 1,000), 

p. 249.  Since 1934, the highest number of bank failures in any given year was 534 in 1989, and 

the highest number in a nine-year period was 2,590 (1984-92) [Source: FDIC, Historical 

Statistics on Banking].  Moreover, even the relatively high failure rate in the late 1980s/early 

1990s did not spark runs.  Eyeballing chart 64 (between pages 684 and 685) reveals that short-

run volatility of the deposit-to-currency ratio from 1934-60 was considerably lower than 

volatility from 1908-34.  [Note: Volatility appears even more stable prior to 1908, but that is 

illusory.  Monthly money-supply data (and hence monthly data on the deposit-to-currency 

ratio) became available in 1907.] 

[Note: You were not expected to quote passages from the text or do research on the FDIC 

website for this question.  I provided additional figures so this key could serve as a study aid for 

the final exam.] 

2. Describe the framework for bank supervision in the U.S. (for large and small banks).  Why didn’t 

bank supervisors successfully contain risk?  Why is there reason to be skeptical about the likely 

success of reform?  (Hint: Start by discussing the three legs—direct supervision, capital requirements, 

and market discipline.  Then, discuss how direct supervision differs for large and small banks.) 

There are three legs in U.S. banking supervision: (1) direct supervision, (2) capital 

requirements, and (3) market discipline.   

DIRECT SUPERVISION refers to the ―hands on‖ constraints on bank risk-taking imposed by 

supervisors/examiners.  For large banks, this takes the form of continuous supervision, with 

examiners from the OCC at the bank level (because most large banks are national banks) and 

the Federal Reserve at the holding-company level maintaining an on-site presence to interact 

regularly with the senior management and the risk teams.  For small banks, this takes the form 

of regular full-scope examinations (annually for all but very small, well-capitalized banks).  At 

the conclusion of these exams, banks are awarded 1 (best) through 5 (worst) ratings on 

(C)apital adequacy, (A)sset quality, (M)anagement competence, (E)arnings strength, (L)iquidity 

risk exposure and (S)ensitivity to market risk.  The ratings are then rolled into a composite 

CAMELS score, with 1/2-rated banks deemed satisfactory and 3/4/5-rated banks deemed 

unsatisfactory.  Unsatisfactory banks are subject to informal or formal enforcement actions 

forcing them to address the weaknesses surfaced in the exam.  For small banks, on-site exams 

are supported by off-site surveillance (i.e., use of statistical models on quarterly financial 

statements to flag developing weaknesses). 

CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS are rules requiring banks to hold minimum levels of capital (or 

net worth).  Capital represents the exposure owners have to risks taken by the bank.  Other 

things equal, more capital means owners have more ―skin in the game‖ and are therefore more 

likely to keep risk-taking in check.  For smaller banks, explicit minimum capital ratios must be 

observed.  For larger banks, supervisors must be convinced by the institution’s risk teams that 

exposures have been properly modeled and adequate capital set aside.   
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MARKET DISCIPLINE refers to the use of market data in the supervisory process.  Other 

things equal, the bank’s uninsured depositors and debtholders should observe material 

increases in risk and demand higher interest rates as compensation.  Such increases will then 

signal supervisors about emerging problems that might have been overlooked in the 

continuous-supervision process.  Market signals about rising risk exposures could also alert 

politicians overseeing state/federal supervisors to begin asking skeptical questions.  In the late 

1990s/early 2000s, banking economists in- and outside of academia also proposed forcing banks 

to issue certain types of homogenous debt – like subordinated debt (debt junior to every other 

liability) – and then specify explicit supervisory responses to specific triggers (i.e., if yield rises 

above ―x‖, supervisors must do ―y‖).  The thinking was the most junior debtholders would be 

most exposed to any increase in risk and would, therefore, have strong incentives to monitor.  

Because all large banks had to issue the same type of sub-debt in the same quantities, risk 

signals would be consistent across institutions (i.e., similar increases in risk would produce 

similar spikes in yields).  But such proposals never got past the discussion stage.  The only result 

was a general commitment to force banks to be more transparent so financial markets could 

more accurately assess their risks.   

Bank supervision suffers from a PRINCIPAL-AGENT PROBLEM.  Taxpayers (principals) 

hire bank supervisors/examiners (agents) to police bank risk.  The problem is 

supervisors/examiners are risk averse; they have little incentive to be aggressive in pressuring 

banks to contain risk in a highly dynamic environment.  For example, suppose banks discover 

an innovative new way to take risk, and initial forays into this new practice generate high 

profits.  If bank supervisors/examiners apply pressure to scale back this activity, profits will be 

lost with certainty.  But the supervisor/examiner will not be able to document losses avoided to 

taxpayers.  So bankers will apply political/legal pressure for a pass (or supervisors/examiners 

will give a pass to avoid facing such pressure).  When a new risky practice blows up, they will 

claim to be just as surprised as everyone else.  Put another way, supervisors/examiners will only 

be rewarded for policing risky banking practices that have caused taxpayers losses in the past.   

Capital requirements are intended to be a rule limiting bank risk (by forcing owners to bear 

more of the losses), even if supervisors/examiners are not as aggressive as they should be.  The 

problem is bankers have found ways to game capital requirements (i.e., hold less capital so 

more losses can be shifted to the safety net).  Indeed, one reason CDOs were attractive 

investments in they enjoyed high ratings from Moody’s and S&P (so only minimal capital had 

to be held against them). 

Market discipline was also supposed to be a check.  Congress, the public, etc. could look at 

market prices/yields and say, ―Why are supervisors/examiners not taking steps to reduce risk 

exposures the market is clearly highlighting?‖  But, even though markets have higher-powered 

incentives to assess risk correctly, they still have trouble doing so with new practices yet to be 

stress-tested in the real world.   (AIG thought it was writing CDS contracts on only AAA 

tranches of CDOs; they had no idea AAA really meant nothing because CDOs were a new 

animal untested by a full credit cycle.)  

Without a full post-mortem on supervisory failures that contributed to the current 

banking/financial crisis, it will be impossible to provide supervisors/examiners will stronger 

incentives to police risk and/or create ―fail safe‖ mechanisms to apply outside pressure on them 

when the incentives fail.  Current discussion of reform involves moving responsibilities around, 

without changing incentives.  In a dynamic banking/financial environment, that will not change 

the result.  Another similar financial crisis will happen again – the only question is how long.  
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TRUE/FALSE QUESTIONS 

1. Stock market efficiency implies no actively managed mutual fund will can earn returns exceeded that 

of a broad market index (such as the S&P 500).  FALSE, stock-market efficiency says on average 

actively managed mutual funds will not outperform broad market indices, once adjustments 

have been made for risk and transactions costs.  In any given year, however, some funds will 

outperform the market (even after netting out the cost of running the fund) because of 

―randomness‖ or higher risk exposure.   

2. Evidence from psychologists that humans consistently make irrational decisions in experimental 

situations indicates financial markets cannot possibly be efficient.  FALSE, market-efficiency 

arguments depend on arbitrage to keep security prices from systematically deviating from 

fundamental values.  (Put another way, when prices deviate from fundamentals because of 

human irrationality, arbitrageurs will spot the mispricing and bet on a ―snap back,‖ thereby 

correcting any mispricing.)  Some market friction is necessary for irrationality to produce 

systematic mispricing.  Behavioralists argue the arbitrage necessary to produce market 

efficiency is risky – that prices could move further away from fundamentals in the short run – 

so the requisite volume of arbitrage will not take place.  

3. All 19 members of the FOMC vote on the Fed funds target at every FOMC meeting.  FALSE, only 

the Governors (7), President of the New York Reserve Bank, and 4 other Reserve Bank 

Presidents (on a rotating basis) vote.  All 19 participate in deliberations but only 12 vote.  

4. The most important source of political independence for the Federal Reserve is the long terms to 

which the Governors are appointed.  FALSE, it is budgetary independence from Congress.  The 

Fed pays for its operations through open market operations (i.e., printing money to buy 

Treasuries and keeping the interest on those Treasuries).  In recent years, no Governor has 

served anywhere near a 14-year term.  

5. Currently, all U.S. bank charters (i.e., licenses to operate a commercial bank) are issued by the federal 

government through the Comptroller of the Currency.  FALSE, states can issue bank charters.  

Indeed, at year-end 2008, there were 7,085 FDIC-insured commercial banks in the U.S.  Of 

these, 5,548 (78.3%) had state charters, and 1,537 (21.7%) had national charters. 

6. Checkable deposits are currently the biggest source of funding for large and small commercial banks.  

FALSE, transactions deposits provide only around 7% of bank funding.  

7. The evidence for developed countries indicates central banks with greater degrees of political 

independence produce lower inflation rates (other things equal).  TRUE 

8. Since the Banking Act of 1935 gave the Board of Governors power to set reserve requirements, the 

Federal Reserve has actively manipulated these requirements to stabilize the economy.   FALSE, the 

Fed doubled reserve requirements in 1936-37 as a precautionary measure and produced a brief 

but sharp recession.  Since, the Fed has seldom changed reserve requirements and when it did 

the reasons had nothing to do with countercyclical monetary policy.  

9. AIG got into trouble writing credit default swaps on collateralized debt obligations that were given 

near-junk credit ratings by Moody’s and Standard & Poors.  FALSE, the CDOs against which 

CDSs were written had AAA ratings.   

10. Large bonuses received by members of the AIG-Financial Products team in March represented 

deferred payment for profits earned on CDS contracts written prior to September 2008.  FALSE, the 

bonuses were retention payments designed to compensate employees who worked through 2008. 
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11. The proximate cause of the implosion of the savings & loan (thrift) industry in the late 1980s was the 

high-interest-rate policy pursued by the Federal Reserve in the early 1980s to fight inflation.  TRUE 

12. The FDIC currently charges actuarially fair premiums for deposit insurance.  FALSE, since 1991, the 

FDIC has charged higher premiums for riskier banks.  But the risk premiums are nowhere 

near levels appropriate for expected losses.   

13. The largest use of funds for both large and small U.S. banks is commercial loans (i.e., loans to 

businesses).  FALSE, it is real-estate backed loans (mortgages and commercial real estate). 

14. Most U.S. banks are relatively small (under $1 billion in assets) community banks.  TRUE 

15. Advances from Federal Home Loan Banks (FHLBanks), other things equal, subsidize risk taking 

because the FHLBanks do not insist on higher interest rates from member institutions in greater risk 

of failing.  TRUE 

16. The large commercial banks that recently got into trouble (Citibank, Wachovia, Bank of America, 

etc.) were supervised by two entities – the Comptroller of the Currency at the bank level and the 

Federal Reserve at the holding company level.  TRUE 

17. All U.S. depository institutions (DIs – banks, thrifts, and credit unions) must meet reserve 

requirements set by the Federal Reserve, even if those DIs are not members of the Federal Reserve.  

TRUE 

18. There is no market-failure justification for deposit insurance; it is merely a government subsidy for 

depository institutions.  FALSE, there are two arguments.  First, banks sell ―liquidity insurance‖ 

policies.  Absent federally provided deposit insurance, banks would not be able to provide the 

socially optimal level of funding for illiquid projects with positive net present values (Diamond 

Dybvig).  Second, absent deposit insurance, bank runs could cause the money supply to 

collapse. 

19. One of the 12 Federal Reserve Banks is located in Seattle, Washington.  FALSE 

20. Bank lending was a key factor in the robust recovery of 1933-37.  FALSE 

 


